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ABSTRACT
The recent surge in publications related to explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) has led to an almost insurmountable wall if one wants to get started or stay up to date with XAI. For this reason, articles and reviews that present taxonomies of XAI methods seem to be a welcomed way to get an overview of the field. Building on this idea, there is currently a trend of producing such taxonomies, leading to several competing approaches to construct them. In this paper, we will review recent approaches to constructing taxonomies of XAI methods and discuss general challenges concerning them as well as their individual advantages and limitations. Our review is intended to help scholars be aware of challenges current taxonomies face. As we will argue, when charting the field of XAI, it may not be sufficient to rely on one of the approaches we found. To amend this problem, we will propose and discuss three possible solutions: a new taxonomy that incorporates the reviewed ones, a database of XAI methods, and a decision tree to help choose fitting methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As artificial intelligence (AI) advances into more and more sensitive areas of daily life, such as healthcare [34] and criminal justice [25], questions about the ethics, fairness, and safety of AI-based systems become increasingly pressing [58]. However, the opaque nature of state-of-the-art machine learning (ML) techniques, such as deep neural networks (DNNs) and random forests, makes it challenging to comprehend the inner workings of learned models [18, 20].

To amend the lack of understanding of AI-based systems, their reasoning processes, and their outputs, the research field of explainable AI (XAI) re-emerged in recent years [21, 40, 44, 57] after its genesis in the 80s [16, 22]. However, understanding (some aspect of) a system is just an intermediary step to other goals, such as those mentioned above [10, 21, 44]. By understanding how a particular system’s output (e.g., a denied loan decision) came to be, a person should be enabled to assess whether this output was based on valid criteria or not [29, 57]. If, for instance, an unfavorable decision was based on (a proxy for) the skin color of a person, this person should be able to recognize that they were treated unfairly [19, 41].

As a research discipline, XAI has grown exponentially in recent years, with annual publications easily exceeding several hundreds [10, 75]. Accordingly, not only is it hard for new scholars to get started with research in XAI, even for experienced scholars it is challenging to keep track of new developments and trends. To amend these problems, there is an increasing number of reviews and overview articles on specific facets of XAI. One especially popular practice is building taxonomies of proposed methods in XAI (we will call these methods explainability methods). Solely for the year 2021, we are aware of six papers that present some form of taxonomy of explainability methods: [6, 14, 44, 49, 54, 72].

While taxonomies can serve as a useful tool to organize debates, the landscape of explainability methods is simply too broad and complex to be compressed into a single pragmatically useful taxonomy. Accordingly, each taxonomy inevitably has to focus on certain aspects and leave out others if it is to be pragmatically useful. Consequently, there are several, distinct approaches to constructing taxonomies of explainability methods. However, this diversity gives rise to several challenges for researchers constructing taxonomies as well as recipients utilizing them.

On the one hand, researchers may have problems coming up with appropriate and representative classification categories within a single taxonomy, especially if these are intended to be distinct. For instance, presented categories are often depicted as mutually exclusive (i.e., one method can only belong to a single category), whereas, in reality, they are not: in principle, one method could often be assigned to several categories simultaneously. Here, we stress that researchers should strive for pragmatically useful taxonomies that avoid misrepresentation of the field. In particular, researchers should become aware of potential overlaps in classification, take them into account, and explicitly acknowledge them.

On the other hand, recipients may struggle with a vast amount of taxonomies that lack uniformity between each other. Owing to the problems researchers face, these taxonomies differ with respect to the categories of explainability methods they propose. Furthermore, even when they have roughly comparable classification categories,
the same method is sometimes sorted into different ones across the various taxonomies. By raising awareness of these challenges, we aim to help recipients navigate the debate.

While it is only reasonable that taxonomies with different foci have some discrepancies, such differences may a) confuse people new to the field of XAI and b) prevent them from acquiring an adequate picture of the XAI landscape. To provide a remedy, we will examine several recent approaches to constructing taxonomies of explainability methods and discuss general challenges, as well as individual advantages and limitations. Among other purposes, this paper is intended to help newcomers to the field of XAI find the taxonomy that is most conducive to achieving the specific goal(s) they have. Furthermore, experts in XAI can also take away valuable insights by being offered a new perspective on the debate.

In this paper, we will first introduce the reviewed approaches and highlight their similarities as well as their advantages (Section 2). Afterwards, we will discuss general challenges caused by differences between the taxonomies and also their individual limitations (Section 3). Subsequently, we will point out ways to overcome these challenges, among others, by presenting an own taxonomy (Section 4). Finally, a discussion about our findings and proposals concludes the paper (Section 5).

2 CURRENT TAXONOMIES OF EXPLAINABILITY METHODS

To get an overview of currently available taxonomies, we reviewed eleven papers from the last three years (2019–2021) referencing, containing, or proposing taxonomies of explainability methods: [6, 10, 14, 30, 31, 44, 49, 54, 63, 65, 72]. While this is by no means a systematic review, we focused on representative papers in the field. Furthermore, we consider the points we will make to be sufficiently general to be applicable to taxonomies that have not been considered. That being said, let us first highlight the commonalities of the reviewed papers by looking at similar distinctions they make.

2.1 Common Distinctions

First of all, there is a distinction between directly training explainable models and explaining a (plausibly opaque) model after it was trained. The former is sometimes called transparent model (design) and sometimes ante-hoc explainability; the latter uniformly post-hoc explainability. Among others, linear regression models, decision trees, k-nearest neighbor models, rule-based learners, general additive models, and Bayesian learners are commonly seen as ante-hoc explainable [10, 14], given they are not too large. What precludes such models from being used for all ML problems is their lack of performance: these models do not commonly achieve an accuracy comparable to that of opaque models, such as DNNs. This is well-known as the performance-explainability trade-off [6, 10, 65].

Since it is commonly assumed that ante-hoc explainable models do not achieve satisfying performance, opaque models are frequently used. These models are so complex that they are black boxes for humans, even eluding the understanding of experts [18]. Moreover, purportedly ante-hoc explainable models suffer from another downside: only small models may retain their understandability. In cases of models with many rules or parameters, these may also become black boxes. In this regard, models that are, in principle, ante-hoc explainable, may need post-hoc methods [44].

This leads us to post-hoc methods. These methods try to generate explanations of already trained models. For post-hoc explainability methods, there is often a further distinction between model-agnostic methods and model-specific ones. This distinction is about whether the method works for all types of models (model-agnostic) or only specific ones, such as DNNs, support-vector machines (SVMs), or random forests (model-specific).

Furthermore, many papers mention a distinction between explaining a model locally (i.e., a single prediction) or globally (i.e., the whole model). While this distinction is often made just for post-hoc explainability methods, one could also argue that it makes sense for ante-hoc explainability methods. A very large decision tree might be hard to comprehend as a whole, but an individual classification it makes could be traceable nevertheless.

These distinctions are, as far as we are aware, the only overarching commonalities of the reviewed papers. However, when we examined them individually regarding the way they constructed taxonomies, we found some further similarities in smaller groups of papers. While we were able to create two groups of papers in this way, two further papers defied classification into either of these groups. Both these papers presented sufficiently unique taxonomies of explainability methods to warrant independent classification. In total, then, we formed four categories of papers that differ from each other in the approach they use to construct taxonomies.

2.2 Approaches to Constructing Taxonomies of Explainability Methods

In particular, we call the four approaches to constructing taxonomies we have identified the functioning-based approach, the result-based approach, the conceptual approach and the mixed approach. We will examine these approaches in turn.

2.2.1 The Functioning-Based Approach. This approach to constructing taxonomies of explainability methods takes the underlying functioning of an explainability method as the essential constituent for its classification. We will go into more detail about what this means in a moment. The taxonomy proposed by Samek and Müller [63] adheres in large parts to this approach, and we will use it for illustrative purposes in what follows. Overall, we find five categories in the functioning-based approach, three of which are taken from Samek and Müller (see Figure 1 for a general visualization).

To describe more precisely what we mean by "functioning" is difficult. In principle, functioning is the way an explainability method extracts information from an ML model. Let us give some examples for further clarification. One classification category proposed by Samek and Müller is explaining with local perturbations. Explainability methods that belong to this category perturb a model’s inputs slightly in order to find out the importance of certain features that
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with categories that directly capture the functioning behind such approach.

Samek and Müller also introduce the category leveraging structure. The methods in this classification category exploit specific properties of the ML models they are supposed to explain to construct the explanation. In DNNs, for instance, a popular way to leverage structure is to examine gradients. Since gradients are the multivariate generalization of the derivative, they can provide information about the importance of individual input values. Methods that leverage structure often result in feature importance attributions, similar to methods that explain with local perturbations.

Another way to explain is by forming meta-explanations. Explainability methods with this manner of functioning do not work on an ML model directly, but on explanations for this model generated by other explainability methods. These explanations are aggregated and then compared, with the aim of providing a better explanation than each of the used methods individually. Yet again, these methods often result in feature importance attributions.

While explaining with local perturbations, leveraging structure, and meta-explanations are the only functioning-based categories Samek and Müller introduce, there are other interesting ones. For example, Arrieta et al. introduce architecture modification as a functioning principle of certain explainability methods. Methods in this category try to simplify complex models by altering their architecture. In convolutional neural networks, for instance, this could be done by exchanging convolutional layers with max-pooling layers (see [67]) [10]. The use of architecture modification can improve the explanations produced by other explainability methods, if not lead to ante-hoc explainable models.

The final category of the functioning-based approach, also introduced by Arrieta et al., is extracting examples (see Section 2.2.2).

In our opinion, the functioning-based approach to constructing taxonomies of explainability methods is particularly useful for people interested in developing explainability methods. These people are likely interested in acquiring a picture of different functioning principles at play in various explainability methods. Accordingly, with categories that directly capture the functioning behind such methods, these people will be able to quickly get a rough idea of how most explainability methods function. Based on these insights, they will find it easier to start developing own methods.

2.2.2 The Result-Based Approach. This approach takes the result of an explainability method as the essential constituent for its classification. The taxonomy proposed by McDermid et al. [49] adheres mostly to this approach, which has three categories (see Figure 2).

As became evident while discussing the previous approach, many explainability methods aim at uncovering the importance of input features for an output. Accordingly, feature importance is a category used by papers adhering to the result-based approach.

Another classification category of the result-based approach is surrogate models. Explainability methods that build surrogate models try to approximate (a specific part of) the original model with a simpler, ante-hoc explainable one. Surrogate models can be created in many ways, for instance, by probing the original model via local perturbations, or by leveraging its structure. Accordingly, surrogate models can be the result of most ways of functioning.

A further result with which one can explain is by presenting representative examples. For instance, data units from a model’s training set that are generating a particularly high (or low) certainty to belong to a specific class can serve as such examples [38]. While examples can be generated or extracted by leveraging a model’s structure, there are many further ways to do so that do not correspond to one of the introduced ways of functioning. For this reason, we also introduced this category for functioning-based taxonomies.

The result-based approach to constructing taxonomies of explainability methods might be especially useful for people trying to decide which explainability method to use in an application. These people usually have a good idea of what kind of explanation the application’s users need. For instance, examples and feature importance attributions are something that, in many cases, one can easily and quickly understand without much background in ML. Surrogate models, however, are rather something for people with a solid background in ML, who know how to probe such systems.

2.2.3 The Conceptual Approach. This approach splits up the classification of explainability methods into several distinct conceptual dimensions that sometimes have hierarchical levels (see Figure 3).

We have already described the core dimensions that this approach uses to classify explainability methods. In particular, these are stage (ante-hoc vs. post-hoc), applicability (model-agnostic vs.
model-specific), and scope (local vs. global). In general, dimensions are mostly independent of each other (except for applicability, which only applies to post-hoc methods), though some can be combined more easily with each other (e.g., a global scope makes more sense for ante-hoc methods). The taxonomies proposed in [30, 31, 44, 65, 72] adhere to this approach.

In addition to these core dimensions, different authors have proposed further dimensions. First of all, Sokol and Flach [65] propose more than 30 dimensions of interest when it comes to specifying and classifying explainability methods. Their dimensions also contain more fine-grained categories, introducing levels in between local and global (i.e., cohort) as well as in between model-specific and model-agnostic (i.e., model-class specific).

Vilone and Longo [72] also discuss more dimensions than stage, applicability, and scope. In particular, their focus lies on output format. Here, they distinguish numerical, rules, textual, visual, and mixed. According to them, this dimension has not received sufficient attention in the literature despite being essential for communicating the result of an explainability method: some output formats might be better suited for certain stakeholders than for others.

Another noteworthy dimension, used by Vilone and Longo as well as Sokol and Flach, is type of problem. As the name implies, this dimension concerns for which type(s) of problem the method works (e.g., classification, regression).

The conceptual approach is probably best suited for people who want to get a solid overview of the XAI landscape as a whole, for instance, to work on XAI topics themselves. In particular, the core dimensions give a reliable idea of what matters in the debate and illustrate the most important technical aspects and distinctions of explainability methods in a way that is quickly understood. Additionally, the plug-and-play nature of the conceptual approach, which allows for adding dimensions as desired, is especially well-suited for creating taxonomies that are fit for specific purposes. For these reasons, this approach is likely a good starting point when it comes to (more advanced) interdisciplinary work [17, 41, 44].

2.2.4 The Mixed Approach. Finally, this approach is a hybrid of the above. In other words, papers adhering to this approach use elements of the other three approaches to constructing taxonomies when classifying explainability methods. In particular, the upper levels of the taxonomy are constituted by the stage (ante-hoc vs. post-hoc) and the applicability (model-specific vs. model-agnostic) distinction, as also used in the conceptual approach. On the final level, elements of all previous approaches to constructing taxonomies of explainability methods come into play (see Figure 4). The taxonomies proposed in [6, 10, 14, 54] adhere to this approach, which we will discuss in more detail below.

On the lowest level, all of the reviewed papers in this category follow roughly the same quadripartition: explanation by simplification, explanation by feature relevance, visual explanation, and local explanation. While we have already discussed explanation by feature relevance and local explanation, visual explanation and explanation by simplification still lack an elaboration. As the name implies, the category visual explanation is for explainability methods that visualize their results, for instance, in heat maps. Finally, explanation by simplification encompasses functioning principles that result in surrogate models. Despite having this quadripartition in common, there are some differences.

While Arrieta et al. [10] and Minh et al. [54] see all these four categories represented in both model-agnostic and model-specific methods, Angelov et al. [6] as well as Belle and Papantonis [14] exclude visual and local explanations from being model-specific. In contrast, Arrieta and colleagues find even more categories into which model-specific explainability methods can be sorted, for instance, architecture modification and example-based explanations.

When going further into the details, more differences become visible. While Angelov et al. [6] use the above quadripartition to visualize their taxonomy, what they use to discuss several explainability methods are slightly different categories (see Table 1 or Section 3.1.2). Furthermore, while Belle and Papantonis [14] also visualize their taxonomy by means of this quadripartition, what they discuss is slightly different. On the one hand, they do not give any direct examples for local explanations. On the other hand, they list some instances of example-based explanations.

The mixed approach has its strength in combining the most important distinctions when it comes to explainability methods. For this reason, this approach is, in our eyes, best suited for people new to XAI. This conclusion is further backed by the fact that the papers employing the mixed approach present a large number of methods (especially [10, 54]) and are, for this reason alone, able to convey a very comprehensive picture of the XAI landscape.
3 CHALLENGES CONCERNING CURRENT TAXONOMIES

Having described the four approaches to constructing taxonomies that we have identified in the literature and their advantages, we will now discuss challenges these approaches face. In particular, we will first discuss general challenges that arise from the fact that there are several approaches to constructing taxonomies of explainability methods. Subsequently, we will shortly elaborate on individual limitations of the four approaches.

3.1 General Challenges

There are some general challenges that the reviewed taxonomies of explainability methods face. In particular, solely the fact that we could identify four different approaches to constructing such taxonomies can be seen as a challenge, as this may hamper newcomers from acquiring a reliable picture of the XAI landscape.

3.1.1 Misleading Nomenclature. Another factor that may hamper newcomers from easily and efficiently pursuing their goals in XAI is a partially misleading nomenclature. This is a problem that starts even outside of taxonomies of explainability methods, for instance, with the lack of a clear distinction between terms like “explainability” and “interpretability” in the XAI debate [23, 68]. However, it also propagates inside these taxonomies (see, for instance, Table 1). While this may be unfortunate that different authors speak of feature-oriented methods, feature relevance explanation, and feature importance methods, a competent speaker of the English language may easily see the connection between these terms. It becomes more complicated when authors speak of explanation by simplification when alluding to explaining with surrogate models. Simplification can mean many things, and one might first think of the original model being modified, for example, as done by explainability methods belonging to the architecture modification category.

Another case of misleading nomenclature is, in our eyes, the commonly used synonym of ante-hoc explainability: transparent model design. What is problematic about this name is that transparency is often equated with understandability in the literature. However, just because something is transparent, this does not mean that it is understandable [5]. For instance, a DNN for which one has access to all weights can be considered transparent, whereas it is most likely not remotely understandable. Particularly scholars from outside of computer science may struggle with such terminology.

3.1.2 No Consensus on Important Categories. Another challenge is the lacking consensus on important categories in these taxonomies. While Table 1 lists the categories that are roughly comparable, there are many more categories that can be found in single taxonomies. In addition to the listed categories, Angelov et al. [6] also propose global methods, concept models, and human-centric methods. Furthermore, Arrieta et al. [10] propose textual explanations and architecture modification. Finally, Samek and Müller [63] propose leveraging structure and meta-explanation.

When it comes to the conceptual approach, a greater consensus can be found, though there are other shortcomings. While there is some agreement on the core dimensions (i.e., stage, applicability, and scope), there are many more dimensions that seem plausible. As mentioned above, Sokol and Flach [65] propose more than 30 dimensions that can be used to classify explainability methods. While this may offer a comprehensive picture, such a huge number of dimensions leads to other problems. First and foremost, the overview character that taxonomies normally strive for is lost.8

Granted, the differences in classification categories are mainly attributable to the differences in the focus of the individual taxonomies. For this reason, it is only natural that different taxonomies use different categories when classifying explainability methods. However, one would expect differences of this magnitude when it comes to the details of the taxonomies rather than concerning the most important categories. Furthermore, even if these differences are justified, they make it difficult for a person without sufficient background knowledge of XAI to get a good overview.

3.1.3 Differences in Classifying Explainability Methods. The last general challenge we want to mention is that, in some cases, taxonomies differ concerning the classification of one explainability method. This challenge is intensified by the fact that these differences in classification are not only due to differences in classification categories. Even for taxonomies having comparable categories, the classification of one method is sometimes different (see Table 2).

8It should be noted that Sokol and Flach [65] do not directly attempt to offer a taxonomy of explainability methods but rather a comprehensive list of attributes that an explainability method can have. However, the main challenge remains: it is not easy to keep track of all these attributes.
Table 1: Similar categories of different taxonomies compared.
The table contains only categories that can be found across several papers. Note that Minh et al. [54] is not listed in this table, as their taxonomy is, for most parts, congruent to that of Arietta et al. [10]. For the two categories in round brackets, it is not completely clear whether they count as categories in the corresponding paper (see Section 2.2.4). Square brackets indicate that only part of the category is of interest (namely, the part that is not in brackets).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feature-Oriented</td>
<td>Feature Relevance</td>
<td>Feature Relevance</td>
<td>Feature Importance</td>
<td>E.g., Explaining With</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Local Perturbations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrogate Models</td>
<td>Explanation by</td>
<td>Explanation by</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Explaining with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Local] Pixel-Based</td>
<td>Simplification</td>
<td>Simplification</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Surrogates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local [Pixel-Based]</td>
<td>Local Explanations</td>
<td>(Local Explanations)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Feature Importance</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Methods               | Feature Relevance     | Explanation by         |
|-----------------------|-----------------------| Simplification         |

| Methods               | /                     | (Explanation by        |
|-----------------------|/                      | Example)               |

| Methods               | /                     | Example-Based          |
|-----------------------|/                      | Methods                |

Two good examples of explainability methods that are classified in very different manners are Counterfactual Explanations [73] and Testing with Concept Activation Vectors (TCAV) [39]. For these two methods, the classifications in the reviewed papers do not coincide in the slightest. In particular, counterfactual explanations are classified as a local explanation but also as an example-based explanation (see first row of Table 2). Likewise, TCAV is classified as a concept model but also as a meta-explanation (see last row of Table 2).

When it comes to more fine-grained details, the classification of Integrated Gradients [69] and Deep Learning Important Features (DeepLIFT) [64] has some interesting differences. In addition to the result, McDermid et al. [49] also mention the functioning of explainability methods in the feature importance category. Here, they distinguish perturbation-based and gradient-based ones. Interestingly, however, they classify the mentioned two methods in a different way than Samek and Müller [63]. According to McDermid and colleagues, DeepLIFT is perturbation-based, whereas integrated gradients is not. However, when looking at the classification of Samek and Müller, the relationship is reversed.

Coming back to our previous finding that it might be unfortunate to use both explanation by simplification and explaining with surrogates to refer to the same category, here we can find a good example illustrating the underlying problem. Without this knowledge, one of the most famous explainability methods, Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanation (LIME) [60], looks as though it is classified in three different ways: surrogate model, explanation by simplification, and feature importance. Especially newcomers to the field of XAI might be confused by this.

3.2 Individual Challenges

Having described the general challenges that the reviewed taxonomies of explainability methods face, let us come to discussing the individual ones. To this end, we will examine each of the four approaches in turn in what follows.

3.2.1 Functioning-Based and Result-Based Approach. We address the challenges of these two approaches simultaneously because they are closely related. Both the functioning-based and the result-based approaches to constructing taxonomies of explainability methods, when taken individually, only draw a limited picture of the XAI landscape. For instance, perturbation-based explainability methods can result in feature visualizations but also in surrogate models. Surrogate models, however, can not only result from perturbations but also from leveraging a model’s structure.

In this line of thought, using only one of these classifications seems to withhold crucial information. Taken together, however, the picture painted by these two approaches is more comprehensive. For this reason, using only one of these approaches is not sufficient to adequately classify a method: both approaches are required.

3.2.2 Conceptual Approach. Especially the core dimensions of the conceptual approach are strongly influenced by technical aspects of explainability methods. While this provides a clear frame of reference for classification, scholars coming from outside of computer science might not be interested in such aspects. Psychologists, for instance, could be interested in how the results of a method might appeal to cognitive mechanisms that facilitate understanding.

Some scholars have already noticed this drawback. With their focus on output format, for instance, Vilone and Longo [72] try to overcome it somewhat. According to them, numeric outputs are better suited for experts than for laypersons. Likewise, other output formats are likely better suited in certain contexts than in others.

Langer et al. [44] go one step further and propose a complete model of the XAI pipeline that factors in dimension like scope and applicability and links them to certain stakeholders and their needs. For example, they believe that local explainability methods are likely of greater interest for people affected by the outputs of AI-based systems than for regulators trying to conceive AI legislation: While individuals may want to know whether they have been subjected to a discriminatory decision, regulators presumably aim to curb discrimination at large. Similar preferences are conceivable for developers, who might be more keen on exploring the internals of a model via model-specific methods than via model-agnostic ones.

Although it stands to reason that these technical dimensions provide a good starting point for interdisciplinary research, exclusively
focusing on them might not be sufficient for all the interests that researchers from different disciplines could have. For this reason, more psychologically motivated dimensions might prove valuable.

As a first approximation to such dimensions, the categories of the result-based approach to constructing taxonomies might be helpful. For instance, it was shown that people associate new data with previously learned and aggregated prototypes (i.e., examples, see [15]) [6]. For this reason, using examples to explain ML models seems to be psychologically backed. Likewise, feature importance attributions are also valuable from a psychological point of view, as humans are naturally interested in seeing what makes a difference, for example, by constructing contrast cases [32, 50–52].

3.2.3 Mixed Approach. Overall, taxonomies of the mixed approach should be treated with caution. In the reviewed papers pursuing this approach, the quadripartition is visually situated on one level (as also depicted in Figure 4). This suggests that the categories on this level are of similar importance. Furthermore, it also suggests that these categories are mutually exclusive, a circumstance that is often not explicitly discussed (and, thus, not explicitly excluded) in the respective papers. However, both these allusions are highly misleading; there are explainability methods that, plausibly, can be counted into all four categories (e.g., LIME; see also Table 2).

Moreover, some of these taxonomies exclude visual and local explanations from model-specific explainability methods. However, there is no basis for doing so. Model-specific explainability methods can just focus on one output (i.e., be local). For example, gradient-based methods often do exactly this. Furthermore, such methods can also visualize their explanations (e.g., in heat maps). For this reason, such an exclusion is unfounded and highly misleading. In particular, Arrieta et al. [10] even give examples of model-specific methods that produce local or visual explanations (or both).

3.3 Putting the Challenges Into Context

What becomes clear from these observations is that each of the reviewed taxonomies, taken individually, might not suffice to convey an adequate picture of the XAI landscape. Accordingly, a newcomer to the field of XAI might have insufficient knowledge after studying one taxonomy, as only a combination and a cross-comparison of several taxonomies may lead to an adequate degree of insight. However, such a combination and cross-comparison is made difficult by other challenges we spoke about, such as the missing consensus in nomenclature or classification.

These challenges are mostly not due to the taxonomies. The renewed interest in XAI is still very young, and the field as such has grown to such a degree in recent years that uniformity is barely achievable. Against this background, the task now is to devise ways to overcome the above challenges to achieve more uniformity.

4 THREE WAYS FORWARD

In this section, we will discuss three ways to address the above challenges. First, we will suggest a new taxonomy by combining the discussed approaches to constructing taxonomies. However, some challenges may not be overcome by simply introducing another taxonomy, even if it is more comprehensive. Accordingly, we will discuss two additional ways to overcome the challenges: compiling a database of explainability methods and creating a decision tree to help make decisions about which (type of) explainability method to use. Taken together, these three ways – and the respective artifacts proposed in them – should suffice to overcome many of the above challenges and serve as valuable input for future research.

4.1 Combining the Taxonomies

One way to tackle the individual limitations of the discussed approaches to constructing taxonomies is by synthesizing a new taxonomy that harnesses their individual advantages while avoiding
said limitations. A promising starting point for this is to take the conceptual approach as a basis and add two dimensions: functioning and result, containing the categories of the eponymous approaches. Figure 5 offers a visualization of a taxonomy created in this way.

As already outlined, the plug-and-play nature of the conceptual approach allows for easily adding dimensions. Accordingly, adding the categories of both the functioning and the result-based approach may provide more psychologically-informed dimensions, while also avoiding the limitations that one of these approaches might be insufficient to provide a comprehensive picture of the XAI landscape. Furthermore, this proposal circumvents the limitations associated with the mixed approach, as categories like local and visual are not situated in the same dimension.

Another noteworthy point is that we do not assume mutually exclusive categories in many dimensions. For instance, the newly added result dimension explicitly allows for more than one choice (e.g., LIME creates a surrogate model that highlights the importance of features). Naturally, many dimensions only allow for a single choice in most cases (i.e., an explainability method is in most cases either local or global). However, there are even exceptions to such regularities (see Vilone and Longo [72] for some examples), making the distinctions not as strict as usually proclaimed.

As becomes visible in Figure 5, we have also added the dimension output format. We made this addition because output format is, in our eyes, an important ingredient of XAI taxonomies. The reason for this is described above: the output format likely influences the usefulness of an explainability method for certain stakeholders and contexts. For instance, numerical outputs may, as claimed by Vilone and Longo [72], not be suited for laypersons. Likewise, textual outputs require parsing time, plausibly limiting their suitability for situations in which quick decisions must be made.

In addition to the categories proposed by Vilone and Longo, we further opt for the categories arguments and model. There are many scholars who argue that arguments are a useful but unnoticed way to explain decisions (see, e.g., [3, 11, 12, 66]). The idea is that arguments are, in principle, a way that humans use to come to decisions and, thus, particularly well-suited to help a person understand a decision. Additionally, there are computational frameworks designed for modeling arguments, providing a good starting point for further research [3, 26]. In principle, arguments consist in presenting features (visually, textually, or even numerically) that contributed to a decision and features that were detrimental to it. For this reason, arguments may be a good way to present feature relevance.

Adding models as an output for explainability methods factors in that some methods produce surrogate models that are not further processed to match one of the other output formats. In particular, explainability methods of the architecture modification category often produce a modified model that is not meant for presentation, but rather for subsequent use by other explainability methods.

Obviously, the proposed taxonomy is not exhaustive and many more dimensions, as well as many more categories in the proposed dimensions, are possible. However, we believe that our proposal has a pragmatically adequate level of detail to be sufficient for most interests in XAI while at the same time not being too overwhelming.

### 4.2 Compiling a Database of Explainability Methods

The goal of a taxonomy of explainability methods should be to provide an overview of the XAI landscape. However, without examples of methods that are actually classified, such taxonomies remain theoretical artifacts whose imminent practical use remains to be seen. Accordingly, the more methods are actually classified, the more useful the taxonomy actually is. In this line of thought, papers proposing taxonomies often give some examples for illustration (see Table 2 for some examples given in the reviewed papers).

However, it stands to reason that while giving examples may be useful to illustrate a taxonomy, the best use of it is to comprehensively classify as many methods as possible. To this end, we propose that a database of explainability methods, with classifications pertaining to, for instance, our proposed taxonomy, would be a valuable step forward. Let us discuss this proposal briefly.

---

10 More dimensions, as well as more categories in them, can be found in [65].
The idea is that the taxonomy serves as an initial orientation help and the database is structured based on the proposed dimensions. Accordingly, individuals with different interests may first identify dimensions that are most conducive to their goals (e.g., psychologists might be more interested in result or in output format than in other dimensions) to later look up explainability methods for specific purposes (e.g., methods that visualize feature relevance).

With their proposal of explainability fact sheets, Sokol and Flach [65] already embarked on creating something like the database we envision. Their idea is to comprehensively classify explainability methods with more than 30 dimensions to facilitate comparison between them. However, the database we envision would go one step further, being freely searchable and sortable at will, while also enabling the cross-comparison of explainability methods.

4.3 Creating a Decision Tree for Choosing Fitting Explainability Methods

The final idea we want to discuss is a decision tree that should help make decisions about which (type of) explainability method to use. This idea is inspired by the work of Arya et al. [8], who built a taxonomy based on questions that developers might ask themselves to find out which method to take for the purpose at hand. Likewise, one could link the categories of one of the discussed taxonomies to such questions, supporting the usefulness of that taxonomy.

The chosen questions would build up on each other, such that they form a decision tree one traverses in order to find the desired (type of) method. On a high level, a question could be whether the system is already extant and should be supported by an explanation component, or whether a new system should be designed that is already explainable. This question would roughly correspond to the stage distinction. Further down, one could find questions that concern the functioning or the result of the used explainability method. Importantly, similar questions may come up at different points in the decision tree, making room for the possibility of the same (type of) method being useful for different purposes.\footnote{In this aspect, we differ from the artifact brought forward by Arya et al. [8], as they strive for a genuine taxonomy that has no question more than once.}

Furthermore, there may not be just one such decision tree, but several ones, differing, for instance, based on the area of application. In application areas where human lives are at stake, for instance, some explainability methods might not be suitable, just as Rudin [62] argues (more on this later). Accordingly, decision trees for these areas would look different from those in which there is not much at stake. Additionally, decision trees might not only be helpful for developers. XAI is an increasingly interdisciplinary area of research [44]. However, researchers from outside of computer science might have a hard time starting on the topic. For this reason, decision trees specifically for people from outside of computer science could be created, helping them find explainability methods of interest.

Overall, the three artifacts proposed here (i.e., combined taxonomy, database, decision tree) may prove to be valuable to overcome the above challenges. The combined taxonomy should structure the field of XAI and serve as an initial overview. Furthermore, the database should function as reference work for in-depth knowledge of the field. Finally, the decision tree should guide newcomers and experts alike, building a bridge between taxonomy and database.

5 DISCUSSION

Let us take a step back. While the three artifacts above should be sufficient to cover many interests concerning XAI, they might fail to do so in certain cases. The complexity of the field of XAI, as well as the diverse interests researchers from different disciplines have when engaging in XAI will likely lead to cases that are too idiosyncratic to be solvable by one of our proposals. In this section we will shortly discuss some ways that may, then, do the trick.

5.1 Taxonomies for Scholars From Outside of Computer Science

As discussed, each of the reviewed taxonomies has its own raison d’être. However, as we have argued, these taxonomies are not suited for all purposes one might pursue with a taxonomy. For instance, we have used the criterion of newcomer-friendliness a few times when judging the quality of these taxonomies. Here one could argue that many of these taxonomies are not meant for newcomers to the field of XAI, at least not for ones from outside of computer science. Even for our proposal, we have to admit that it is only a first step to facilitate interdisciplinary research. Taking this into account, it could be valuable to devise taxonomies that are tailor-made for scholars from outside of computer science.

One idea in this direction can be found in Tim Miller’s seminal work “Explanation in Artificial Intelligence: Insights From the Social Sciences” [51]. For this work, he reviewed the literature on explanation from philosophy, cognitive science, and psychology to inform computer scientists about research on explanations. What motivated him is the observation that the XAI literature has no agreement on what makes for a good explanation: together with colleagues, he discovered that many authors just propose what they feel to be good explanations without any justification [53].

In his review [51], Miller found four properties that explanations should fulfill: they should be contrastive, selected for the purpose at hand, not contain probabilities, and respect social aspects (e.g., factor in the background knowledge of a person). Furthermore, he found that different types of explanation each have their own advantages and drawbacks. When it comes to evoking understanding, for instance, some are better than others. Hence, a taxonomy of explainability methods that is based on the type of produced explanation might be helpful.

In particular, philosophers and psychologists are professionally concerned with different types of explanation. Accordingly, such an explanation-based taxonomy could help people from these disciplines to get started with XAI. For instance, utilizing such a taxonomy, psychologists could conduct studies to find out which kinds of explanations are best suited for certain contexts (see, e.g., [42, 43, 71] for such kinds of studies in hiring scenarios).

5.2 Taxonomies and Reviews Focusing on Specific Aspects

Devising taxonomies for narrow application areas could also be a way to address missing cases. Indeed, there are already some works that go into this direction. For instance, Müller et al. [55] construct a taxonomy solely for the domain of computational pathology, and Tjoa and Guan [70] construct one for the medical domain.
Other papers do not present taxonomies but overviews of explainability for specific domains. For example, Nunes and Jannach [56] focus on explainability of recommender systems, Anjomshoae et al. [7] on explainability of robots and human-robot interaction, Abdul et al. [1] on the human-computer interaction (HCI) domain, and Mathews [47] on biomedical and malware classification.

Likewise, reviews that focus on one category of explainability methods could also prove to be useful in order to cover cases for which our proposals might fail. Ivanovs et al. [35], for instance, review perturbation-based explainability methods for DNNs, finding and highlighting differences as well as similarities between them.

5.3 New Dimensions for the Taxonomy

Another factor that might contribute to the emergence of cases that our proposals do not cover is that vital dimensions are missing. We will illustrate this idea by means of the dimension fidelity [41].

Many post-hoc explainability methods suffer from the fact that the explanation they generate does not necessarily represent what is going on in the model they are explaining [2, 4, 39]. This prompted Cynthia Rudin to write a paper in which she pleads for an end to the use of opaque models in high-stakes situations [62]: all we can do to explain such models is to apply post-hoc explainability methods that suffer from the problem just described. Accordingly, it is hard to find out whether the decision was based on valid criteria, and it is also hard to allocate responsibility for it.

However, this problem mostly concerns model-agnostic explainability methods, as these methods do not factor in the internals of the models they explain. Model-specific explainability methods fare better in this regard: they exploit a model’s internals to construct explanations. Nevertheless, there is still a continuum of what degree of fidelity to the explained models the explanations have. Accordingly, one could taxonomize methods based on their fidelity.

One motivation for such a dimension is as follows: different scenario have different stakes. The higher the stakes, the more important it becomes to be able to receive a faithful explanation in case of failure. In some cases, there might be no way around using ante-hoc explainability methods, just as Rudin argues [62].

5.4 New Levels for the Taxonomy

The last idea we want to discuss in order to address cases that our artifacts may not be able to solve is adding new levels to the taxonomy. We will discuss this for the result dimension.

To this end, let us return to the methods counterfactual explanations [73] and TCAV [39], which were previously classified incongruously. Our taxonomy can, in principle, do them justice. When it comes to the result, both belong to the feature relevance category.

However, the features whose relevance they quantify are semantically quite different. Counterfactual explanations indicate what change in input values would be required to achieve a particular output value. TCAV, on the other hand, indicates the relevance of certain user-defined concepts to a particular classification class.

While some of these semantic differences could be due to the difference in scope (counterfactual explanations are local, while TCAV is global), there is still a difference between using available features (given by the input variables) and using newly constructed ones (as defined by the user). Therefore, to capture this difference, one could introduce new subcategories for feature relevance methods. These subcategories could pertain to the (type of) feature examined.

In fact, some of the examined taxonomies have such subcategories (e.g., [10, 14]). However, the incongruity is even more pronounced for these categories than for the more general ones in the taxonomies. Thus, there is still much to be explored in this regard.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Research in the field of XAI is on the rise. In this paper, we have reviewed several recent approaches to constructing taxonomies of explainability methods. Among other things, we have pointed out that the differences and inconsistencies between these taxonomies may not allow us to obtain a clear picture of the XAI landscape smoothly. For XAI to unlock its full potential, however, such a clear picture is indispensable.

The problems that XAI should tackle often require interdisciplinary research [17, 41, 44]. Preventing discrimination [24, 41, 74], increasing trustworthiness [37, 41, 46], allocating responsibility [13, 41, 59], and generally, promoting human well-being [27, 46] is, in principle, possible with explainability — as long as researchers from different disciplines can come together to work on it. Accordingly, confusion in the field may postpone the potentially vast social benefits XAI promises to bring about.

Based on our analysis of the research field and its problems, we proposed and discussed three artifacts that seem promising to provide a remedy: a taxonomy combining elements of the reviewed ones, a database of explainability methods, and a decision tree to help decide which (type of) method is needed. We believe that future research into these three artifacts will provide a valuable basis for other projects in the realm of XAI, especially interdisciplinary ones.
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